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	Digital Video Surveillance & Security provides a blueprint for the IP-based electronic security system clients need, allowing security professionals to protect their client's place of business or home. The author gives detailed plans on the best camera position, areas of coverage, hardware and software to select in order to maximize the effectiveness of newer lower cost networked technologies. Clear, step-by-step descriptions and detailed illustrations describe the integration of such components as the current or new security system, door and window sensors, or other access controls, instantly launching a video of the area under the surveillance on a computer or HDTV.


	*Vendor-neutral comparisons of camera equipment and recording options

	*Case studies and descriptions of best practices

	*Step-by-step guide to planning and installation

	*Easy-to-read diagrams and schematics
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Service Magic: The Art of Amazing Your CustomersKaplan Business, 2003
 Service Magic is not about creating illusions. It is a powerful book that applies the art and skill of stage magic to the creation of a service experience that seems magical. What does that look like? When the service you receive leaves you with a smile on your face and a story to tell, you have just...
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Lifehacker: 88 Tech Tricks to Turbocharge Your DayJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Redefine your personal productivity by tweaking, modding, mashing up, and repurposing Web apps, desktop software, and common everyday objects. The 88 "life hacks" -- clever shortcuts and lesser-known, faster ways to complete a task -- in this book are some of the best in Lifehacker.com's online archive. Every chapter describes an...
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Discrete Mathematics and its ApplicationsMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	Discrete Mathematics and its Applications is a focused introduction to the primary themes in a discrete mathematics course, as introduced through extensive applications, expansive discussion, and detailed exercise sets. These themes include mathematical reasoning, combinatorial analysis, discrete structures, algorithmic thinking, and enhanced...
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Podcasting HacksO'Reilly, 2005
Podcasting does for Internet audio listeners what TiVo does for television viewers--it puts you in charge of when you enjoy a program. Podcasting is a web-based broadcast medium that sends audio content (most commonly in the MP3 format) directly to an iPod or other digital audio player. You subscribe to audio feeds, receive new...
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Biologic Therapy of Leukemia (Contemporary Hematology)Humana Press, 2003


	In the latter part of the 20th century, hematologists and medical oncologists

	were trained to treat leukemia with systemic therapy that was cytotoxic to both

	normal and malignant cells. Some of these therapies, such as methotrexate and

	L-asparaginase, were developed within the context of known biologic pathophysiology,

	but most...
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Producing Open Source Software : How to Run a Successful Free Software ProjectO'Reilly, 2005
The corporate market is now embracing free, "open source"  software like never before, as evidenced by the recent success of the  technologies underlying LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, and PHP). Each is the result  of a publicly collaborative process among numerous developers who volunteer  their time and energy to create...
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